etrain likewise produces marked, rapid morphosogical alterations in chick embryo cell (CEC) Imonolayers (16) and foci (14) similar to those caused by Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) and proportional to the input virus particle number (15) .
Complexity of strain MC29 was demonstrated more recently, however, by isolation from MC29 virus preparations of a component (MC29-AV; reference 17) which does not produce foci in CEC monolayers. Furthermore, the non-focusforming agent does not cause myeloid or other MC29-induced neoplasms with the exception of erythroblastosis and occasional lymphomatosis (17) . This suggested further possible relationships of virus types in strain MC29 such as those between the defective Bryan high-titer RSV and its associated helper agents. Thus far, no component with the properties ascribed to defectiveness has been recognized in leukosis virus preparations. Application of techniques like those used with RSV in this respect, however, have yielded an agent with the behavior of defectivenss as characterized by the induction of cells lacking the capacity to produce infectious virus. This report describes isolation and characterization of the agent.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses. Standard strain MC29 contains avian virus of subgroups designated as A and B (28) . Specimens of pure MC29-A (R. E. Smith, personal communication) and MC29-B subgroups cloned by end point dilution in phenotype C/A and C/B CEC cultures were generously provided by R. E. Smith. Subgroup MC29-A was used for isolation of L-MC29 cells. Two nontransforming or noncytopathogenic agents, MC29-AV(L) isolated previously by A. J. Langlois (17) and MC29-AV(i) isolated from the standard MC29 strain in the present work, were also used. The subgroup aspects of MC29-AV(L) were not determined, but MC29-AV(i) was identified as an A subgroup agent (R. Ishizaki, unpublished data). Rous-associated viruses (RAV), RAV-1, RAV-2, RAV-7, and RAV-50, representative of A, B, C, and D subgroup RAV, respectively (2), were kindly supplied by P. K. Vogt and H. Hanafusa. Three pseudotypes of Bryan high-titer RSV(RAV-1), RSV(RAV-2), and RSV(RAV-50) were used as indicator viruses. The transforming agent B77 of subgroup C was obtained from P. K. Vogt (2) . All virus stocks were prepared as described previously (11) .
Cell culture and virus assay. Cultures of C/O cells were prepared from 10-day-old chick embryos free of Rous resistance-inducing factor (RIF; reference 19). RSV (19) , B77 (2), and MC29 viruses (17) were assayed by focus formation in CEC monolayers. The other cell phenotypes (C/A, C/B, and C/AB) were prepared from eggs of line 7 Morphology. Cells grown on cover slips placed in the culture dishes were fixed in Carnoy's solution and stained with May-Grunwald-Giemsa. Cultures were examined also by phase-contrast microscopy without fixation and staining.
For electron microscopy, cells grown in monolayers in Leighton tubes were fixed in situ by diluting the culture fluid with an equal volume of 5% glutaraldehyde and prepared further for examination as described (10).
Virus particle enumeration. Culture fluids were diluted with glutaraldehyde to 1% concentration of the fixative and stored in the cold. All counts were made in this laboratory by the method of electron microscopy of virus particles sedimented on agar (22) .
RESUTLTS
Morphology of L-MC29 cells. Morphologically altered cells cloned from single foci and inoculated onto normal C/O CEC proliferated in three dishes (a, b, and f) but showed no evidence of liberation of infectious MC29 virus or MC29-AV in subsequent test experiments. For purposes of description, the cells of these clones and their derivatives were designated as L-MC29 as representative of leukosis virusnegative MC29-A-infected cells somewhat in accord with the terminology, L-R, employed relative to leukosis virus-negative RSV cells (6) .
Despite apparent absence of virus liberation, the L-MC29 cells differed from uninfected CEC (Fig. 1) in the same principal features (Fig. 1) of basophilic, vacuolated cytoplasm and deeply stained, rounded nuclei with one or two large, very prominent nucleoli like those characteristic of MC29 virus-altered CEC (10) . Nevertheless, the a, b, and f clones varied from one another in some respects. Cells of the f clone were most uniformly transformed and sometimes were piled up in clumps. The b clone produced fewer transformed cells scattered about the normal cell population. The a clone (Fig. 2) Superinfection of L-MC29 cells of a-clone with these RAV and MC29-AV resulted in liberation of virus (Fig. 2) which was infectious for CEC and induced the same morphological alteration and focus formation in cell monolayers as did the original MC29 strain. As observed in analogous studies of L-R cells (20) , this influence of the newly synthesized virus on the infected cell was independent of the activating agent. These and similar findings with CEC of clones b and f demonstrated the consistent release of infectious virus by L-MC29 cells superinfected with the A, B, C, and D RAV subgroups and MC29-AV. Continuing studies both in tissue culture and in chicken cells indicate that the activated virus is pathogenically indistinguishable from strain MC29.
Envelope properties of virus libecated by activated L-MC29 cells. As already reported, the envelope properties of RSV are determined by the helper virus (4) shown (29) by intraspecies host range, interference patterns, and antigenic specificity. Tests were thus made of the corresponding behavior of agent liberated by L-MC29 cells activated with RAV-1 and RAV-2.
In host range studies, C/O, C/A, C/B, and C/AB CEC were inoculated with RSV(RAV-1), RSV(RAV-2), B77, MC29(RAV-1), and MC29 (RAV-2). Virus from cells activated with RAV-1 and RAV-2 showed the same host range as RSV(RAV-1) and RSV(RAV-2), respectively.
Interference tests were made with C/O CEC preinoculated with RAV-1 and RAV-2 and transferred twice. Challenge of these cells with RSV (RAV-1), RSV(RAV-2), B77, and virus from activated L-MC29 cultures showed (Table 1) that the virus yielded by activation with RAV-1 and RAV-2 exhibited the same behavior as RSV(RAV-1) and RSV(RAV-2), respectively. In the neutralization study, anti-RAV-1 and anti-RAV-2 chicken immune sera were used in cross tests against RSV(RAV-1) and RSV(RAV-2) and, as well, newly activated MC29(RAV-1) and MC29(RAV-2). Table 2 More recent investigations of RSV have indicated the existence of two types of CEC distinguishable by the respective capacities to produce infectious (C/O) or noninfectious RSV (0) (C/O'). Therefore, the distinction between C/O and C/O' CEC is of much importance for complete characterization of L-R cells based on the criterion of production of infectious RSV(0) (9) . Such study was not made in the present work and, in consequence, the L-MC29 CEC were not as fully characterized as L-R cells. Nevertheless, the results described may be interpreted to suggest that these L-MC29 cells resemble more closely the L-R1' or the L-Ra rather than those of the L-R, type as indicated by the failure to detect an infectious MC29(0) virus on quail embryo cells.
It is characteristic of RSV that the sarcomagenic potential is preserved in L-R cells in the defective virus state (8) and the nontransforming or nontumorigenic RAV can effect synthesis of the complete, infectious RSV in these cells (4) . Such infectious RSV is characterized, as noted, by both helper-dependent and helper-independent properties (25) . Although entrance of RSV into the host cells is determined by the helper-controlled character, its cell-altering or tumorigenic activity is determined by the helper-independent character (29) . The results with MC29 virus from activated cells indicate that the agent is of biphasic character as manifested by helper-independent or helper-dependent behavior. Morphology of the altered cells infected by activated MC29 virus is of helper-independent character, whereas the envelope properties are helper-dependent in parallel with the corresponding behavior of RSV (25) .
The finding that the same manifestations with respect to RAV are paralleled by the MC29 leukosis virus investigations involving the defective state might provide opportunities for analyses of tumorigenic or leukemogenic attributes of this leukosis virus by application of methods useful with RSV. Studies of this aspect of the problem are underway, and the results will be described in another report.
